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Lecture 1: Biogeochemical cycles and microbial processes in icy habitats 

It is now recognised that large expanses of ice in the polar regions are inhabited by active microbial 

communities forming one of the biomes of Earth. Microbes on ice are diverse, play an important role 

in the cycling of nutrients and can even modify the physical environment they live. For instance, 

microbial processes at the surface of glaciers and ice sheets can lead to the accumulation of labile 

dissolved and particulate organic carbon and this in turn have consequences to ice wastage and the 

delivery of nutrients to adjacent ecosystems. The accumulation of cells often seen at the surface of 

the ice clearly results in ‘biological darkening’ of glacier surfaces. Such darkening increases the amount 

of incident shortwave radiation available for ice ablation, and could be a contributing element to 

glacier thinning and wastage. Nitrogen fixation is also potentially important as a source of nitrogen to 

microbial communities in the debris rich marginal zone close to the terminus of the glaciers and ice 

sheets, where this may aid the colonization of subglacial and moraine-derived debris as glaciers 

retreat as a result of climate change. More recently, data have shown that viruses are both abundant 

and dynamic at the surface of glaciers too. Viruses at the surface of glaciers cause significant mortality 

to bacterial communities and consequently, they have an important effect on the cycling of nutrients 

of these habitats. Liquid water also occurs at the beds of temperate and polythermal glaciers, as well 

as large sectors of polar ice sheets. In contrast with glacial surface environments, subglacial habitats 

have higher rock:water ratios, higher contact times between the bedrock and water, and a lack of light 

and redox potential that tend towards anoxic conditions, particularly during periods with long 

hydraulic residence times. Iron and sulphur reduction and oxidation, and production of methane are 

a few examples of processes in subglacial habitats that are important at local and potentially global 

scales.  

 

Lecture 2: Microbiological approaches in biogeochemistry: from genes to 

experiments 

Biogeochemistry as a discipline deals with the chemical composition of the Earth (and beyond) and it 

is an integrated field that includes chemical, physical, geological, and biological processes and 

reactions. Microbial processes have a particularly important role in defining the geochemical 

characteristics of natural habitats. Through knowledge of the microbial community in a habitat and 

their activities, transformations at the micro scale can sometimes be scaled up to understand major 

shifts in ocean, continent and atmospheric chemistry. Next-generation sequencing (NGS), also known 

as high-throughput sequencing has revolutionised the way microbes can be investigated in their 



natural system. Microbial diversity and function are now commonly investigated in a variety of 

systems revealing key chemical reactions that are mediated by microbes. This knowledge combined 

with the chemical composition of natural habitats helps our understanding of natural reactions, 

particularly in habitats that are remote and difficult to conduct in situ experiments or collect large 

volumes of samples (e.g., hydrothermal vents, subglacial lakes). Measurements of microbial activity 

are also important and vital to show where bacterial populations are important drivers of e.g., carbon 

and nitrogen fixation, organic carbon transformations, weathering with implications for 

biogeochemical cycles at local and global scales. A combination of microbial measurements and 

biogeochemical modelling can also further our understanding of the chemical composition of natural 

ecosystems and increase the power for predicting chemical transformations in the future in response 

to climate change. In this talk, I will cover a variety of microbiological methods used to improve our 

understanding of the interactions between Earth, environmental systems, and microbial life.  

 

Lecture 3: The interplay between weathering and microbes during soil 

formation   

Glaciers are receding rapidly all over the Northern hemisphere, creating new terrestrial habitats in the 

form of freshly exposed soils. Those habitats have a long history of being used as model systems to 

study initial stages of succession, particularly in the Alps, where plant cover develops just few years 

after the deglaciation. On the other hand, in the High Arctic forefields, plant life establishes itself very 

slowly and a visible dense plant cover does not develop until after 1000 years of exposition enabling 

us to study microbially mediated processes that over time lead to the development of soils. We have 

employed a combination of geochemical, microbial activity and diversity measurements in soils to 

generate an integrated theory of the functional and genetic development of Arctic soils recently 

exposed after glacial retreat. Data from Midtre Lovénbreen Svalbard glacier show that the initial 

microbial inoculum for the freshly exposed soils largely come from endogenous organisms inhabiting 

the basal ice and sediment underneath the glacier, as evident by higher concentration of 

Betaproteobacteria and other subglacial dwelling microorganism. Phototrophic organisms typical for 

the supraglacial habitats were also present but in lower abundances. Pyrite oxidation an important 

energy source for Thiobacillus dominated in the initial stages. The microbial community composition 

changed with age, forming distinct microbial consortia at different stages of the succession. The 

microorganisms themselves accumulated very little carbon and the available pool was quickly utilized 

by the heterotrophic members of the microbial community. The taxonomical as well as functional 

diversity of the community increased with soil age, particularly the number of chemoorganotrophs as 

well as anaerobic and methane oxidisers. The concentration of Acidobacteria gradually increased, 

marking the transition into more developed soils. This study showed that microbial processes in the 

forefields are thus fundamental for fixation, transport and remineralisation of nutrients in freshly 

deglaciated soils and for the development of soils that can sustain higher forms of life, such as plants 

and small invertebrates. There is a strong interplay between geochemical and microbial processes 

during soil formation. 


